
How to issue an EMD  

Procedure  

 What are the prerequisites for issuing an EMD? 

Before you can issue an EMD, you must have a PNR with a chargeable service (SSR 

element or SVC segment) and a TSM-P for the service. 

The mandatory fields of the TSM-P must have been filled in. 

Your office profile, the validating carrier and (in the case of travel agents) the market must 

allow EMD issuance. 

Note: Services with a specific RFIC may not be issuable by travel agents. The validating 

airline defines the chargeable services that may or may not be issued by travel agents.  

  

 Basic issuance 

1. Retrieve the PNR, for example by record locator: RT A1B2C3 

System Response: 

--- TST TSM RLR --- 

RP/NCEXXXXXX/NCEXXXXXX       AA/SU 30OCTXX/1151Z A1B2C3 

NCEXXXXXX/XXXXXX/30OCTXX 

1.SMITH/JOHN MR 

2 6X3681 Y 15MAY 6 NCEMAD HK1 1615 2 1700 2025 *1A/E* 

3 6X3682 Y 20MAY 4 MADNCE HK1      4 1010 1535 *1A/E* 

4 AP NCE +33 555-1212-H 

5 TK OK30OCT/NCEXXXXXX//ET6X 

6 SSR PETC 6X HK1 1 DOG CHIHUAHUA 4KG 25CMX15CMX20CM/S2 

7 SSR PETC 6X HK1 1 DOG CHIHUAHUA 4KG 25CMX15CMX20CM/S3 

8 FP CASH 

9 FV PAX 6X/S2-3  

 A TST has been created and stored in the PNR 

 A TSM has been created and stored in the PNR 

2. Verify that a valid TST exists for the e-ticket. Enter: TQT 

System response: 

TST00001 NCEXXXXXX          AA/30OCT I 0 OD NCENCE SI 

T- 



FXP 

1.SMITH/JOHN MR 

1   NCE 6X 3681 Y 15MAY 1700 OK YFLEXRT 20K 

2 O MAD 6X 3682 Y 20MAY 1010 OK YFLEXRT 20K 

    NCE 

FARE F EUR 1579.00 

TX001 X EUR 52.00YRVA TX002 X EUR 4.51DQAP TX003 X EUR 

10.27FIDP 

TX004 X EUR 5.25JDAE TX005 X EUR 1.82QVDP 

TOTAL EUR 1652.85 

NCE 6X MAD1139.346X NCE1139.34NUC2278.68END ROE0.692944 

 

12.FP CASH 

13.FV 6X  

  

3. Verify that a valid TSM-P exists. Enter: TQM 

System response: 

TSM 1 TYPE P NCEXXXXXX AA/30OCT 11 EMD-A CARR 6X 

1.SMITH/JOHN MR 

RFIC-C/C BAGGAGE 

1. RFISC-0BT PET CARRIAGE - PET IN CABIN L 6 

OPERATING CC-6X CPN VALUE-60 ORIGIN-NCE DEST-MAD 

PRESENT TO:AMADEUS SIX 

PRESENT AT:NCE 

EXCESS BAGGAGE-1 PC RATE PER UNIT EUR 60.00 

2. RFISC-0BT PET CARRIAGE - PET IN CABIN L 7 

OPERATING CC-6X CPN VALUE-60 ORIGIN-MAD DEST-NCE 

PRESENT TO:AMADEUS SIX 

PRESENT AT:MAD 

EXCESS BAGGAGE-1 PC RATE PER UNIT EUR 60.00 

 

ADD INF/RKS: CHIHUAHUA 

 

FARE F EUR 120.00 

EXCH VAL EUR 134.11 

 

TAX001 X EUR 9.60YF TAX002 X EUR 4.51DQ 

 

TOTAL EUR 134.11 

FP CASH  

  

4. Issue the EMD and the e-ticket, for example in one combined entry: TTP/TTM 

  



 Example steps for issuing an EMD-A (associated EMD) 

 Source information from Amadeus help pages HE STEPS...GPEMA 

This is an example of how you can create an associated EMD (EMD-A) for a pet in cabin 

and issue the e-ticket and the EMD in one entry. 

Note: Always check with the airline if the EMD is accepted, and if any additional 

reservation procedures are required. 

1. Create the PNR. 

NM1THOMAS/TOM MR 

SS1C2 

SS1C4 

AP NCE +33 555-1212-H;TKOK; 

2. Price the itinerary. 

FXP 

3. Create the SSR element for the pet in cabin and end and retrieve the PNR. 

SR PETC-1 DOG 7KG 30CMX40CMX30CM 

ER 

4. When the SSR element is confirmed, create the TSM-P that you need to issue the EMD. 

Travel agents must enter the validating airline code (6X) 

TMC           (Airline agents)        

TMC/V6X   (Travel agents) 

5. Update the TSM-P with the present-to and present-at information, the coupon value, rate 

per unit, number of pieces in excess, and the fare. 

TMI/L6/ANCE/DAMADEUS SIX  (coupon 1) 

TMI/L7/AFRA/DAMADEUS SIX  (coupon 2) 

TMI/CV-60/ER-EUR60.00/PC-1/FEUR120.00 

6. Enter the form of payment for the ticket and the EMD, and issue the documents. 



FP CASH 

TTP/TTM   

Note: When you issue the ticket before the EMD or with the combined TTP/TTM entry, 

the issued-in-connection with information is automatically updated in the TSM-P.  

  

 Example steps for issuing an EMD-S  (standalone EMD) 

 Source information from Amadeus help pages HE STEPS...GPEMS 

This is an example of how you can reissue an e-ticket for a special fare, and create 

an  EMD-S for the penalty fee that is due for the change of the return flight. 

Note: Always check with the airlne if the EMD is accepted, and if any additional 

reservation procedures are required. 

1. Retrieve PNR 

 By record locator:  RT A1B2C3 

 By e-ticket number: TWD/TKT172-1234567890 and RT A1B2C3 or RT*E  

2. Book the new return flight, cancel the old return flight and update the TST with the new 

flight segments. 

SS1C2 

XE3 

TTU/S2-3 

3. Update the TST for the reissue. For example the fare basis, NVB/NVA dates, baggage 

allowance, fare, taxes, additional collection, fare calculation, and enter the original issue 

information. 

TTI/L2/BYHPX3M/V20MAY20MAY/A20K 

TTI/REUR850.00/OEUR5.50DE/XEUR12.20US/TEUR152.20 

TTI/C25APR10 NCE 6X FRA250.00... 

FO172-1234567890E1NCE21APRxx/111222333 

Note: You can also use the TTI/EXCH entry to set the TST to reissue mode, and you can 

generate the FO element automatically with the FO*Lx entry (where X is the line number 

of the ticket FA element).  



4. Cancel the old FP element and enter the old and new form of payment (new FP for an 

additional collection). 

XE9 

FPO/CASH+/CASH 

5. Display the old e-ticket record, cancel the old FA element of the e-ticket and reissue the 

ticket with the PNR redisplay option. 

TWD 

XE6 

TTP/RT 

6. Create the manual Auxiliary segment (SVC) for the penalty fee. 

IU 6X NN1 PENF KUL/P1-2 

Example output: 

8 SVC 6X HK1 PENF KUL/P1 

9 SVC 6X HK1 PENF KUL/P2 

  

7. Create the TSM-P for the penalty fee. Travel agents must enter the validating airline (6X 

= Amadeus Six). 

TMC         (Airline agents) 

TMC/V6X (Travel agents) 

8. Update the TSM-P with the present-to and present-at information, the coupon value, the 

fare, the new ticket number for which the penalty is charged (issued-in-connection with) 

and the form of payment for the penalty fee. 

TMI/ANCE/DAMADEUS SIX 

TMI/CV-50/FEUR50.00 

TMI/IC-TKT1721234567890E1 

TMI/FP-CASH, or 

TMI/M12/FP-CCxx4444333322221111/1217 (M12=TSM index number [when multiple 

TSM], xx=credit card code) 



TMI/FM-123.56A (FM as an amount) 

TMI/FM-10% (FM as %) 

For additional information refer to the Amadeus Help Pages : HE TMI 

9. Create TSM for extra bag 

TTL/SR/PX FXG/LX 

10. Issue the EMD for the penalty fee. 

TTM  

  

 Selection options for issuing EMDs 

If a PNR contains more than one TSM and you do not enter the TSM number of the EMD 

that you want to issue in your TTM entry, all the TSM-Ps for all the passengers and all the 

unticketed SSR elements and SVC segments in the PNR are issued.  

 To specify the TSM number of the EMD that you want to issue, you use the /M 

option. The TSM number is displayed in the TSM index, when you enter TQM. 

 If a PNR contains more than one passenger, you can also enter the passenger 

selection option /P to issue all the chargeable SSR elements/SVC segments for a 

specific passenger. 

 If you want to issue the EMDs for all infants in the PNR, you enter the /INF 

identifier.  

 If you want to issue an EMD for specific SSR elements/SVC segments only, you 

enter the SSR element /SVC segment PNR line number selection option /L in your 

TTM entry.   

Here are some examples. 

TTM/P1 
Issues the EMDs for all the chargeable SSR elements/SVC segments in 

the PNR for passenger 1. 

TTM/P2/INF 

Issues the EMDs for all the chargeable SSR elements/SVC segments 

for the infant associated to passenger 2. 

Note: You can combine the /INF option with the /P option only 

TTM/M1 Issues the TSM-P number 1. 

TTM/L6 Issues the EMD for the chargeable service in PNR line number 6. 
 

  

 



 Entry options for issuing EMDs 

Here is a list of options that you can add in your TTM entry.  

 For a complete list, refer to the Amadeus help pages HE EMD GP EMI. 

TTM/RT Issues all the EMDs in the PNR and redisplays the PNR. 

TTP/TTM 

Issues the tickets and the EMDs in one entry. 

Note: The ICW field in the TSM-P of an associated EMD (EMD-

A) for a chargeable SSR element is automatically updated with the 

e-ticket number and the coupon association 

TTP/TTM/M1-

2,4 
Issues the tickets and the EMDs for TSM numbers 1 to 2 and 4. 

TTM/PT 
Enforces the issuance of a paper MCO, if your office is authorized 

to issue paper documents. 

TTM/VT 
Enforces the issuance of an Amadeus Virtual MCO for a TSM-P, if 

your office is authorized to issue Amadeus Virtual MCOs. 

TTM/EPR-

EMLA 

Issues all the EMDs in the PNR and sends the passenger receipts to 

the email addresses specified in the APE elements of the PNR. 
 

  

 How to identify the FA/FB elements for an EMD 

After the e-ticket and the EMD have been issued, the automated ticket numbers (FA 

elements) and interface record sequence numbers (FB elements) for the e-ticket and the 

EMD are updated in the PNR with the corresponding air sequence number: 

--- TST TSM RLR --- 

RP/NCEXXXXXX/NCEXXXXXX AA/SU 30OCTXX/1151Z A1B2C3 

NCEXXXXXX/XXXXXX/30OCTXX 

1.SMITH/JOHN MR 

2 6X1234 Y 15MAY 6 NCEMAD HK1 1615 2 1700 2025 *1A/E* 

3 6X1235 Y 20MAY 4 MADNCE HK1 4 1010 1535 *1A/E* 

4 AP NCE AP NCE +33 555-1212-H 

5 TK OK30OCT/NCEXXXXXX//ET6X 

6 SSR PETC 6X HK1 1 DOG CHIHUAHUA 4KG 25CMX15CMX20CM/S2 

7 SSR PETC 6X HK1 1 DOG CHIHUAHUA 4KG 25CMX15CMX20CM/S3 

8 FA PAX 172-

1234567890/ET6X/EUR1652.85/30OCTXX/NCEXXXXXX/111222333/S2-

3     <== 1 
9 FA PAX 172-

1234567891/DT6X/EUR134.11/30OCTXX/NCEXXXXXX/111222333/E6-

7      <== 2  
10 FB PAX 3000004469 TTP/TTM OK ETICKET/EMD ADVISE PSGR TO 



BRING FOID/S2-3   <== 3  
11 FB PAX 3000004469 TTP/TTM OK ETICKET/EMD ADVISE PSGR TO 

BRING FOID/E6-7   <== 4  

12 FP CASH 

13 FV PAX 6X/S2-3 

  

Where: 

1 

FA element for the e-ticket number with the issue indicator E for e-ticket and T 

for Ticketed, followed by the validating carrier's two-character airline code (6X 

for Amadeus dummy airline). 

The FA element for the e-ticket is associated to the flight segments (S2-3). 

2 

FA element for the EMD with the issue indicator D for EMD and T for Ticketed, 

followed by the validating carrier's two-character airline code (6X for Amadeus 

dummy airline). 

The FA element for the EMD is associated to the chargeable SSR elements for the 

service (PETC for Pet in Cabin) in the PNR line numbers 6 to 7, where E stands 

for element (E6-7). 

Note: For an EMD that has been issued for a SVC segment, the EMD FA element 

is associated to the SVC segment with segment association (for example: S3). 

3 FB element for the e-ticket, which is associated to the flight segments (S2-3) 

4    

FB element for the EMD, which is associated to the SSR elements in PNR line 

numbers 6 to 7 (E6-7) 

Note: For an EMD that has been issued for a SVC segment, the FB element for 

the EMD is associated to the SVC segment with segment association (for example: 

S3). 

  

Examples of the FA element for EMDs 

1/ For an issued (ticketed) EMD: 

FA PAX 123-

1234567891/DT6Y/AUD150.00/21APRXX/SYDXXXXXX/111222333/E4  

2/ For a canceled/voided EMD: 

FA PAX 123-

1234567891/DV6Y/AUD150.00/21APRXX/SYDXXXXXX/111222333/E4  

3/ For a refunded EMD: 

FA PAX 123-

1234567891/DR6Y/AUD150.00/21APRXX/SYDXXXXXX/111222333/E4 



  Group deposit 

Example of a Group PNR 

Ticket reconciliation needed: 

RP/NCEXXXXX/ 

0. 10ORIENTALTOURS  NM: 0 

  1  6X3126 Y 25FEB 6 LHRHEL HN10 0730 1220  25FEB  E  0 31

9 G 

     SEE RTSVC 

  2  6X831 Y 01APR 6 HELLHR  HN10 0800 0910  01APR  E  0 35

9 G 

     SEE RTSVC 

  

1. Add individual passenger name 

>NM1SMITH/JOHN MR 

2. Create SVC segment with service code DEPO for this passenger, including place and 

date of creation IU: 

IU 6X NN1 DEPO-FREETEXT/LHR/02JAN/P1 (include passenger association) 

TMC/V6X 

3. Update pricing record. 

 Add present at (A) lhr to (D) amadeus airways, coupon value (CV-) and deposit 

amount (F) 

TMI/ALHR/DAMADEUS AIRWAYS/CV-500.00/FGBP500.00 

 Add form of payment (FP) 

TMI/FP-NONREF AGT 

 Add info/remarks (H) 

TMI/H GROUP DEPOSIT X10 PAX LON HEL LON 

 Add endorsement (FE-) (where applicable) 

TMI/FE-GROUP DEPOSIT X10 PAX LON HEL LON 

4. Issue EMD. Entry: TTM/RT 

  

 

 

 



 Adding an SVC element for a standalone EMD (EMD-S) 

Characteristics of a standalone EMD (EMD-S) 

are:                                                                            

 a standalone EMD is issued for a residual value or the collection of miscellaneous 

charges that are not raised with an e-ticket coupon. For example: lounge access, t-

shirts, vouchers, taxi transportation, car hire, hotel accommodation, train tickets, and 

rebooking or cancellation fees.             

 the standalone EMD can consist of single or multiple value 

coupons.                                                       

 it can contain a reference to an e-ticket.                     

 it can be used at issuance or at different stages.    

 once issued, it has no further interaction with the airline systems (reservation 

systems and DCSS).                  

Other entries when adding the SVC element: 

IU EY NN1 MISC KUL/04MAY 

IU EK NN1 DEPO KULSIN/04MAY 

Some airlines require a date, city code or city pair when creating  the SVC line manually.  

    

More details  

 Overview of the issuance concepts and process 

The process begins with an issuance command from an agent and involves three main 

actors: 

 Reservation System (which might or might not be in Amadeus) 

 Central Ticketing Server (which might or might not be in Amadeus) 

 EMD Database Server (which might or might not be in Amadeus)  

1. The EMD is first issued by a Ticketing System, based on a booking on the Reservation 

System. An EMD can be issued in both Travel Agency and Airline Office environments. 

 Reservation System: a Reservation System is a system used to store and retrieve 

information and conduct transactions related to air travel. In Amadeus, Passenger 

travel or Services information are stored in the PNR. 

 Ticketing System: a Ticketing System is the system that validates and creates the 

final issuance and follow up messages.  This system's main role is to manage the 

document number allocation, to perform the carrier/market preference checks and to 

manage the delivery of the supporting documents. On Amadeus, the Ticketing 

System is called CTS (Central Ticketing System). 



2. In Travel Agency environment, the sale is transmitted to the country's BSP or ARC in 

charge of the monetary settlement for airlines. 

 BSP is a system designed to facilitate and simplify the selling, reporting and 

remitting procedures of IATA Accredited Passenger Sales Agents, as well as 

improve financial control and cash flow for BSP Airlines. 

 ARC is the term used for the US maket. 

3. The EMD issuance request is transmitted to the EMD Database (also called EMD 

Server) to create and store the EMD record.  It is important to note that the EMD Server 

and the ETKT Server are technically not the same system. In the specification, messaging 

between all systems are explicitly described even if all systems belong to the same carrier. 

The EMD record can be managed (Display, Exchange, Void, Refund, etc...) from the 

Reservation System. 

 EMD Server (or EMD Database): The EMD Server is the system that stores the 

document and provide management functionality. On Amadeus, the EMD server is 

called EMS. 

4. For EMD-A, a synchronization mechanism is put in place between the EMD Server and 

the associated ETKT Server. 

5. When the service is handled by the airport (through passenger check-in and processing), 

the airline's Departure Control System (DCS) can access and update the EMD record in 

order to handle the service Departure Control System (DCS) 

 DCS is the system that controls check-in and boarding flow. 

6. Once all the services of an EMD are at final status (e.g. used, refunded, etc…), a usage 

report may be sent to the airline Revenue Accounting System. 

 Revenue Accounting System: the airline revenue accounting system is the system 

that manages accounting of any ‘accountable’ documents in order to provide 

maximum efficiency in processing documents data, and posting and billing accurate 

values. Revenue accounting is also responsible for calculating the airline revenue 

and for processing interline outgoing and incoming billing.  

  

 What is the system behaviour when issuing EMDs? 

You can issue an EMD from a newly created or retrieved PNR. You can issue up to four 

EMDs in conjunction. 

For associated EMDs (EMD-A), one EMD coupon is required per flight segment (city 

pair). 

To issue an EMD you use the TTM entry. 



Note: Depending on the airline, some services must be issued simultaneously with an e-

ticket (TTP/TTM). 

If one or more SSR element or SVC segment has already been issued in a PNR and you 

enter the TTM entry, the system issues all the remaining unticketed SSR elements and 

SVC segments in the PNR. If the issuance request of an EMD is successful, you receive 

the system response: OK EMD. 

When you issue the e-ticket before you issue the associated EMD (EMD-A) or when you 

make the combined TTP/TTM entry, the Issued-In-Connection-With field (ICW) in the 

TSM-P of an EMD-A for a chargeable SSR element is automatically updated with the e-

ticket number and the coupon association.  

  

 How to reflect penalty fees as a tax form  

Use following entry: 

TMI/CV-0/FPHP0/X12990OB  

-- TST RLR MSC RLP ---  

RP/MNLPH21L9/MNLPH21L9 DD/SU 10MAY18/0527Z KFZAJZ 

MNLPH21L9/0415ZC/22FEB18  

1.CHUA/FELY NG MRS 2 SQ 919 D 27MAY 7*MNLSIN HK1 1640 2020 27MAY E 

SQ/KFZAJZ  

3 SQ 225 D 28MAY 1*SINPER HK1 0005 0515 28MAY E SQ/KFZAJZ  

4 SQ 216 D 07JUN 4*PERSIN HK1 0110 0635 07JUN E SQ/KFZAJZ  

5 SQ 912 D 10JUN 7*SINMNL HK1 1200 1535 10JUN E SQ/KFZAJZ  

6 SVC SQ HK1 PENF MNL  

TQM TSM  

3 TYPE P MNL1A098Y MD/10MAY 11 EMD-S CARR SQ  

1.CHUA/FELY NG MRS RFIC-D/D FINANCIAL IMPACT  

1. RFISC-993 PENALTY FEE L 6 OPERATING CC-SQ CPN VALUE-0 ORIGIN-MNL 

NON REFUNDABLE NON EXCHANGEABLE NON INTERLINEABLE CONSUMED AT 

ISSUANCE ADD INF/RKS: FARE F PHP 0 EXCH VAL PHP 12990 TAX001 X PHP 

12990OB TOTAL PHP 12990 FP INVAGT  

 


